Write for Sharing Magazine

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN WRITING FOR SHARING MAGAZINE!

Sharing Magazine is published by Share Pregnancy & Infant Loss Support, Inc. as a resource to bereaved families and the Share community. We strive to produce and share beneficial content to those who have suffered the tragic loss of a baby, as well as the caregivers to these families. Your story may be the perfect addition to our magazine!

MAGAZINE SUBMISSION GUIDELINES:

Sharing Magazine has been published in print version since 1987, and we have now switched to an online version to reach a greater audience. We are seeking regular contributors and occasional writers for Sharing Magazine, in our online platform. We would love to have your voice as a contributor!

This magazine is focused on writings from bereaved parents, healthcare professionals, and other experts on pregnancy and infant loss, as well as living with grief. We want to hear your honest, heartfelt, and often raw perspective. We want to share your story and experience with others, so that it may provide connection and hope to those who are suffering. Your identity, your family, and your worldview has changed and keeps changing—so will the reader’s.

We strive to cover the full spectrum of loss—including miscarriage, stillbirth, premature birth, the NICU, and neonatal loss. Other specific topics include: Life After Loss, Honoring Your Child, Holidays and Grief, Pregnancy After Loss, Marriage After Loss, Tribute to a Caregiver, and many more.
BASIC ARTICLE GUIDELINES:

500-1,000 words

Provide authors’ name and a short bio with each article submission

Include any photos or graphics to compliment your submission

We reserve the right to edit the content for grammar and spelling, and change the article’s title for search engine optimization purposes.

As a regular writer, we would love to set up a monthly, bi-monthly or quarterly contribution schedule. If you have a current blog, we are happy to “re-publish” popular articles based on these topics.

We ask that articles for monthly topics be submitted by the 20th of the preceding month. For example: submit by January 20th for a February article.

AS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER, WE WILL PROVIDE:
A link to your blog or other published work in your bio as well as within your individual articles

Your articles shared on Share’s social media (Audience of 28,000+)

Your photo (if desired) and biographical information with each article

Links to your social media (if desired)

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR SHARING MAGAZINE, CONTACT PATTI BUDNIK (PBUDNIK@NATIONLSHARE.ORG).

Note: As a non-profit organization, we are not able to provide any financial compensation for Sharing Magazine writers. Your contribution is directly connected to Share’s mission of touching lives, healing hearts, and giving hope for families who have suffered the tragic loss of a baby. We greatly appreciate the support, understanding and hope in healing that your words can provide for other grieving families.
ARTICLE TOPICS
This list is very basic and can encompass many aspects of bereavement. If you have an additional topic or idea for an article, we’d love to hear it.

Bereaved Parents
Couples Grief
Early Pregnancy Loss
Father's Grief
Gifts
Grandparents' Grief
Holiday Grief
Honoring Your Child
Infant Loss
Infertility
Life After Loss
Marriage After Loss
Mother's Grief
October Awareness
Personal Stories
Pregnancy After Loss
Random Acts of Kindness
Sibling Grief
Stillbirth
Vacation After Loss